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Abstract

This paper describes the characterisation of a synthetic
workload for performance evaluation of a new system be-
fore replacing a legacy system. The workload is used by
CAPPLES, a capacity planning and performance analysis
method for the migration of legacy systems. Typical work-
load characterisation problems are anticipated and dis-
cussed. Further, guidelines to characterise a CAPPLES
workload for different migration scenarios are provided.

1 Introduction

In most organisations, maintenance is a main concern
after a system is deployed and enter in the production
phase. Through maintenance, an organisation tries to keep
its mission-critical systems up-to-date with new require-
ments. However, a situation can be reached where main-
tenance is not the best choice and a legacy system, i.e. an
old system, is replaced by a new one.

The migration to a new system is an important and com-
plex process. We are interested in the phase where the
legacy system is still operational and the target system, i.e.
the new system, is not in production but it is already devel-
oped.

Although there are many strategies [4, 5, 16] and tools [8,
14] to assist the migration of legacy systems, none of them
provides mechanisms for evaluating the performance of the
resulting target system. To the best of our knowledge, we
believe that CAPPLES1 [6, 7] is the only method suitable

∗This work was supported by COPASA-MG under cooperative agree-
ment 3025.

1CAPPLES stands for Capacity Planning and Performance Analysis
Method for Legacy Systems

for the performance assessment of target systems during the
migration of legacy system.

The CAPPLES method basically consists of simulating a
synthetic workload composed of parameters collected from
the operational legacy system and the developed but not op-
erational target system. The use of synthetic workloads for
the evaluation of new systems is not a new idea. For in-
stance, much work has been done in order to identify how
to characterise and generate workloads aimed at the evalua-
tion of Web based systems [2, 3] and parallel and distributed
systems [1, 15].

In [7], we describe the basic steps involving CAPPLES
and give a brief overview of how to characterise a synthetic
workload for performance evaluation during the migration
of a legacy system. In this paper, we describe in detail
the characterisation of a synthetic workload for a real case
to which CAPPLES was applied. Typical characterisation
problems such as the identification of the workload com-
position and intensity are anticipated and discussed through
the use of a case study.

The workload case study refers to a successful perfor-
mance evaluation study of a real legacy system migration.
Both systems (the target and legacy ones) had more than 1
million lines of code and correspond to an application that
is responsible for the control of the administrative and oper-
ational activities of a public water and sewage company in
Brazil with more than 5 million customers, distributed over
more than 500 cities. However, the strategy used in this
case study and the proposed guidelines are generic enough
to help the performance evaluation of other migration ef-
forts.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes the workload characterisation context. Sec-
tion 3 describes how to identify and select a representa-
tive set of transactions in the legacy system to compose
the workload. Section 4 describes how to identify services
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from the selected transactions. The service characterisation
is discussed in Section 5. Section 6 presents the resulting
synthetic workload. Section 7 presents the simulation re-
sults obtained using the characterised workload. Finally,
Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Workload Characterisation Context

This section starts with some definitions followed by an
overview of CAPPLES.

An application can be modelled as a hierarchy of tasks,
each one with a specific goal. Tasks can be decomposed into
subtasks, that can be decomposed in subsubtasks and so on.
Thus, tasks can be specified at different levels of abstrac-
tion. Composite tasks are decomposed into subtasks. Prim-
itive tasks do not have subtasks. Using the task concept, it
is possible to define the terms service, on-line transaction
and on-line service.

A service is an high-level task composed of a set of con-
ventional actions performed by their subtasks over the sys-
tem. As a task, a service also has a specific goal. An on-line
transaction is a primitive task that represents an interaction
of the user with the application. This user interaction is
performed through the use of devices such as displays, key-
boards and mice, and results in an action execution. An
on-line service is a service whose primitive tasks are on-
line transactions. An on-line service may have one or many
on-line transactions.

Considering these definitions, we can briefly explain
CAPPLES. In the method, the synthetic workload is mainly
composed of on-line transactions of the target system.
CAPPLES was devised for evaluating the performance of
target systems running services of any category, i.e. batch
jobs, on-line transactions, interactive requests, etc. How-
ever, CAPPLES can show its usefulness more effectively in
systems where on-line services are suspect to have perfor-
mance problems [7].

The target system on-line transactions that compose the
synthetic workload correspond to the most frequently exe-
cuted transactions of the legacy system. However, a given
transaction of the legacy system may not have a correspond-
ing transaction in the target system or, when it exists, it
might be difficult to identify. Therefore, the ideal transac-
tion mapping shown in Figure 1 is usually not feasible. In
CAPPLES, the corresponding transactions of the legacy and
target systems are identified through an indirect mapping
of the transactions using the concept of service, as defined
above. This concept is discussed throughout this paper. Un-
fortunately, our case study also uses the term service with a
different meaning (i.e., Service Order of a water company,
such as a water leaking service). We hope the context will
make it clear what meaning we intend.

The indirect transaction mapping, shown in Figure 1, is

a feasible approach to identify corresponding transactions
since services are usually easy to identify and match in both
systems. For example, it is easy to find out how to perform
a Customer Information Updating in both sys-
tems. However, it might be difficult to identify how Cus-
tomer Information Updating transactions can be
directly put in correspondence.

services

transactions
mapping

on-line

on-line
transactions

on-line

on-line

Target SystemLegacy System

mapping
feasible

  ideal  

services

Figure 1. Indirect mapping of transactions.

In order to generate a generic workload, it is necessary
to identify the workload services. Moreover, for each ser-
vice it is necessary to identify its intensity and resource de-
mands [12]. In CAPPLES, however, in order to generate
a workload it is also necessary to: (1) identify the most
frequently executed transactions of the legacy system; (2)
identify in the target system the corresponding transactions
of the legacy system; and (3) characterise the intensity and
resource demands of the on-line transactions. These work-
load characterisation activities are described in detail in the
following sections.

3 Identifying and Selecting Legacy System
Transactions

An on-line time window is a period of time that is domi-
nated mainly by the execution of on-line transactions. It is
also characterised by the fact that on-line transactions have
higher priority than other activities. An on-line time win-
dow usually corresponds to a period of time over the organ-
isation working hours. For instance, a supermarket system
on-line time window usually include weekend days, while a
financial organisation on-line time window does not include
weekend days.

The most frequently executed legacy system on-line
transactions are identified by measuring the system usage
during its on-line time window. While legacy systems can
be monitored for a long period of time, its workload profile,
in terms of the most frequently executed on-line transac-
tions, tends to be the same week by week. Exceptional situ-
ations such as a stock-market crash in a financial company
can affect this assumption, for example. However, these sit-
uations can be easily identified, and a general guideline can
be provided concerning legacy system measurements.
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Guideline 1 The legacy system parameters that are re-
quired for the workload characterisation are the category,
the executed program2 and the time of execution of each on-
line transactions. Transaction execution frequencies can be
obtained from the consolidation of the collected parame-
ters.

Concerning Guideline 1, many other measures (e.g. CPU
cycles and I/O accesses) could usually be collected from
transaction monitor tools. However, as the target system is
new and probably built over new technologies, most of the
measures might not be representative in the new system.

In our case study, the legacy system on-line services
are mainly composed of CICS activated COBOL programs.
Therefore, a CICS monitor was used to measure the fre-
quency of execution of the on-line transactions, as sug-
gested by Guideline 1. Table 1 shows a partial view of the
measured transactions execution frequencies consolidated
by their program names. The complete table of the mea-
sured transactions has 2,982 entries.

We define the measuring time window as a period within
the on-line time window when the legacy system is moni-
tored in order to determine the most executed on-line trans-
actions.

Transaction Program Frequency
Category Name Name

PRNT PGP0473 208464
HPSX VHP07421 117403
HPSX VHP07428 64528
HPSX VHP07426 58854
HPPX VHP07470 50283
SATX ST123100 49616
HPAT PHP07401 45592

... ... ...

Table 1. Partial view of the consolidated trans-
action frequencies during the measuring time
window.

After the measurements, it must be determined which
transactions will be used to compose the synthetic work-
load. In our case study, we selected the 24 most frequently
executed transactions. These selected transactions were the
relevant on-line transactions of our case study legacy sys-
tem. The selection cutting point was based on the analysis
of the execution frequency of each transaction. The inclu-
sion of more transactions would contribute little to the rep-
resentativeness of the selected set. The representativeness
of a set of transactions corresponds to the ratio between the
execution frequency of the transactions in the set and the
execution frequency of all transactions. For instance, the in-
clusion of the next most executed transaction (i.e., the 25th)
would increase the set representativeness by only 0.6%.

2A program can have many denominations in terms of measured pa-
rameters: routine, screen, class method, etc.

As the target system will be a mission-critical system
when operational, it cannot stop any time during the on-line
time window. Therefore, the workload should model only
the worst scenario in order to identify if the target system
will cope with its real workload. In this case, the simula-
tion time window, defined as the legacy system usage peak
hour (or fraction of the peak hour) during the measured time
window, is the worst scenario. The peak hour can be iden-
tified consolidating the measured transactions by their time
of execution.

In our case study, the transactions measured in the simu-
lation time window were further classified by geographical
regions. This was necessary due to the distributed nature of
the case study target system. While this information is not
important to understand the synthetic workload generation
process, it is needed to keep the consistency of the data pre-
sented in the case study. Indeed, in what follows the tables
only reflect values of one region. Table 2 shows a partial
view of the relevant transactions ordered by their frequen-
cies in one of those regions.

The PRNT transaction in Table 1 corresponds to printing
services, which is a batch job service in the target system.
Most of the analysis required to generate the final workload
does not apply to batch services. Therefore this batch job
will be included in the final workload later, as described in
Section 6.

Transaction Program Frequency
Name Name

HPSX VHP07426 196
HPSX VHP07421 184
HP1C PHP07443 167
HPSX VHP07428 130
SATX ST123100 123
HPSX VHP07424 109

... ... ...

Table 2. Relevant on-line transactions mea-
sured during the simulation time window.

4 Identifying Services

Having identified the relevant transactions in the legacy
system, it is necessary to identify their related services. A
thorough analysis of the most executed transactions and its
corresponding programs, along with interviews with expe-
rienced legacy system users, should suffice. Sometimes, the
source code of the legacy system will have to be analysed.
The purpose of this analysis is to map the set of program and
transaction names obtained during the measuring time win-
dow into conventional actions performed in the legacy sys-
tem. Thus, for example, the program VHP07421 is known
to be the initial screen of the Service Order Entry
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service, the program VHP07424 is a help screen to locate
the correct customer block, and the programVHP07428 ef-
fectively inserts Service Orders in the database. Thus,
the set {VHP07421,VHP07424,VHP07428} can be con-
sidered as the complete Service Order Entry ser-
vice, as shown in Table 3.

Service Transaction Description Freq.

Service Order VHP07421 Customer Identification 184
Entry VHP07424 Browse Customer Block (help) 109

VHP07428 Generate the Service Order 130
Customer Information VHP07470 Customer Identification 83
Report VHP07472 Generate Report 73
Customer Information PHP07411 Customer Identification 46
Updating PHP07403 Information Updating 23
Service Order ST123100 Mark a Service Order 123
Finishing as completed

... ... ... ...

Table 3. Partial view of identified on-line ser-
vices.

Certainly, the frequency of execution of these programs
will not be equal, and the analysis of the differences be-
tween these measures provides an insight of how the legacy
system was used. For instance, in the former example, the
programVHP07421was executed 184 times while the pro-
gram VHP07428 was executed 130 times. Probably, the
user cancelled the generation of the service order 54 times.
Further, the differences between the frequency of execution
of the initial screen and the program VHP07424, indicates
how many times the service was executed using the help
subsystem. This sort of analysis is described in Section 5.

Programs may be related to different transaction cate-
gories. Therefore, programs can be performed in differ-
ent contexts. Thus, the service identification task must take
both transaction categories and programs in consideration.
Table 4 shows a partial list of the resulting services in our
case study. The 24 selected transactions( partially listed in
Table 2) resulted in 12 services.

Service Name Description Frequency

so-entry Service Order Entering 184
so-finish Mark a Service Order as completed 123
so-upd Service Order Updating 84
cust-rpt Customer Information Reporting 83
so-query Service Order Querying 68
so-rec Service Order Receiving 67
cust-upd Customer Information Updating 46
db-query Customer Debits Querying 29
cust-inf Customer Information Querying 28
cso-query Commercial Service Order Querying 28
bd-rpt Customer Debits Reporting 19
ed-entry Extra Debits Entering 10

Table 4. Identified on-line services.

These services will be used as the link between the
knowledge developed around the legacy system and further

data drawn from the target system that will be used to char-
acterise the transactions in the synthetic workload. The fre-
quency of execution of these services will be used to deter-
mine the frequency of execution of the equivalent services
in the target system, and therefore to characterise the vol-
ume of services in the target system. Table 5 summarises the
parameters required to characterise the transactional part of
the synthetic workload.

Parameter Source System Mandatory

Generic transactional workload parameters
Transaction composition legacy system yes
Transaction ordering legacy system optional

Component transaction parameters
intensity legacy system yes
memory demand target system optional
service CPU demand and DBMS CPU demand target system yes
service I/O demand and DBMS I/O demand target system optional
local area network demand target system optional
wide area network demand target system optional

Table 5. Parameters of a transactional work-
load.

5 Service Characterisation: Service Use
Cases

Services are abstractions of their subtasks where actions
and user interactions effectively happen. For this reason,
there are usually many ways to carry out a service, each
one demanding a different amount of computer resources.
This section describes how to identify service use cases and
service use case participation in services’ intensities.

5.1 Use Case Identification

Hierarchy task analysis [10, 11] (HTA) can be used to
describe how services are composed in terms of tasks. Fig-
ure 2 presents a partial representation of the task hierar-
chy of the customer information updating ser-
vice (cust-upd in Table 4). As a composite task, a service
can be decomposed into primitive tasks and other compos-
ite tasks. If primitive tasks are always executed, then there
is only one way to execute the service. On the other hand,
if there are primitive tasks that may not be executed, then
there is more than one way to execute the service. Con-
sidering this task analysis, each available combination of
service primitive tasks identifies a service use case. In fact,
a service has at least one use case.

Using the service use case concept, we can identify the
use cases for the services in Table 4. Service task hierar-
chies can be complex and hard to identify. It is important
to remember that the identification of service task hierar-
chies is a reverse engineering activity, even for the target
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(composite - optional)

(composite - optional)
customer information updating

name updating

address updating

street and number updating

postal code updating

city updating

category updating

Figure 2. The task hierarchy of the customer
information updating service.

system. Further, it is possible that some legacy code inspec-
tion should be required.

Moreover, our workload characterisation is impacted if
users interact with the application using help facilities such
as combo boxes, search routines, and choose routines. In
the case of the use of combo boxes, for example, the user
interaction can require additional processing to obtain their
items. Therefore, there may be many possible ways to per-
form a service consuming different resources. The less time
consuming way is classified as an expert use case, while the
more time consuming way is classified as a naive use case.
This additional classification does not invalidate the fact
that each available combination of service primitive tasks
identifies a service use case. Indeed, further decomposi-
tions of the original primitive tasks lead to new composite
and primitive tasks where the help facilities would be con-
sidered.

There are two guidelines concerning the identification of
service use cases.

Guideline 2 Only the children tasks of the tasks that repre-
sent services should be considered during the identification
of an use case.

In fact, as a synthetic workload, it should be similar to a
real workload, but it may not be a real workload. Further,
CAPPLES was designed to be applied in a short period of
time. It means that the workload characterisation must be
executed in the shortest possible time.

Guideline 3 Two use cases should be considered for user
interfaces composed of many interactors providing help fa-
cilities such as combo boxes: one describing the interaction
of a typical expert user that does not use any help facilities,
and one describing the interaction of a typical naive user
that uses the available help facilities.

Table 6 shows the use of these guidelines on the 12 ser-
vices presented in Table 4. In our case study, the 12 services
expanded to 38 use cases.

Service Use Cases Names Description

Service order entry so-entry-nv Service Order Entry - naive user
so-entry-ex Service Order Entry - expert user
so-entry-add Entry using Customer Address

for identification
Customer information cust-rpt-nv Customer Report - naive user
report cust-rpt-ex Customer Report - expert user

cust-rpt-det Detailed Customer Report
Customer information cust-upd-name Name updating
update cust-upd-add-nv Address updating - naive user

cust-upd-add-ex Address updating - expert user
cust-upd-catg-nv Category updating - naive user
cust-upd-catg-ex Category updating - expert user

... ... ...

Table 6. Identified service use cases.

5.2 Use Case Intensity Participation

Once identified the use cases, we need to stipulate the
participation of each use case in the total number of execu-
tions of the service. For example, we know that the cus-
tomer information updating was executed 46 times during
the simulation time, but we do not know how many of these
46 times were executed to update the customers’ address,
name or category.

Fortunately, the customer information up-
dating service is one of the most frequent services
performed in this system. Therefore, it is expected that
the organisation keeps record of which percentage of these
customer information updatings modifies cus-
tomers addresses, and which percentage modifies customer
categories. Considering, for example, that the organisation
knows that 82% of customer information updatings are
address and name updatings, and 16% are customer
category updatings, we can identify the participation of
most use cases. A generic approach to identify use case
participation can be introduced using the business unit
concept. A business unit corresponds to a variable that
can be used as an indication of the volume of activity of a
business or administrative function [12].

The assumption adopted here is that: (1) high-frequent
services are related to well-known business units; and (2)
organisations keep record of their business units. The cus-
tomer information updating service is an exam-
ple of how business units can be used to identify use case
participation. Customers are natural business units for most
organisations. Therefore, the organisation knows details
about their customers.

However, it is not expected that an organisation keeps
record of how system users interact with the user interface.
For example, the organisation does not know how many
times system users directly provide a code or use a combo
box to fill out customers’ categories.

There are four guidelines concerning the identification of
the participation of each use case in a service.
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Guideline 4 Use business unit statistics when available
since they are long-term statistics.

Guideline 5 Use legacy system measured transaction fre-
quencies when business statistics are not available.

Guideline 6 If a service has more than one use case and
there are no business unit statistics available, then the iden-
tified use cases can be considered to have the same partici-
pation.

Guideline 7 In systems where most users are frequent ones,
use cases related to expert users can be estimated to repre-
sent 80% of the original use cases that were classified into
expert and naive use cases.

There are two aspects of the service characterisation that
should be considered before the integration of the workload
parameters: interaction cancelling and service submission
ordering.

5.3 Interaction Cancelling

User interfaces usually have interactors such as buttons
or commands that allow users to cancel (or quit) an on-line
service [13]. The use of cancelling interactors generates
new service use cases. Non-cancelled use cases demand
a different amount of computer resources as their respec-
tive cancelled use cases. For instance, the cost to commit
the database transactions associated with a non-cancelled
use case should be different than the cost to rollback the
database transactions in a respective cancelled use case.

Cancelled use cases implicitly appear in the measured
programs in the legacy system. In Table 2, the pro-
gram VHP07421 is the initial user interface where users
identify the customer which is requesting a service order.
Program VHP07428 actually generates the service order.
The frequency of execution of the program VHP07428 is
130, that is roughly 70% of the frequency of the program
VHP07421. Therefore, there is 30% of cancelled use cases
for the Service Order Entry service. This high per-
centage might imply the necessity of adding another use
case, so-entry-canc, that represents the cancelled in-
teraction.

This sort of analysis can be further carried out in the
lower levels of the task hierarchy. Thus, composite sub-
tasks may have implicit cancelled use cases that must be
modelled in the final workload. This leads to the following
guidelines.

Guideline 8 Transaction frequencies of the measured time
window are better representations of the average behavior
of the real system than the transaction frequencies of the
simulation time window.

Guideline 9 Cancelled use cases should be obtained from
the transaction frequencies.

Target systems usually have a completely redesigned in-
terface and perform the organisation activities in a differ-
ent way. This can result in significant differences between
the legacy and target systems interaction cancelling profile.
Thus, only activities that are prone to have cancelled in-
teractions should have their cancelled use cases modelled.
This leads to the third guideline concerning interaction can-
celling issues.

Guideline 10 Cancelled use cases with low frequencies
(less than 10%) should be ignored.

5.4 Service Submission Ordering

In the case study, only non-executed operational ser-
vices (OS) can be marked as executed. Therefore, the
so-entry service, that registers new OSs, and the so-
finish service, that marks the OSs as executed, are tem-
poral dependent on each other. Formally, we say that a ser-
vice Y has temporal dependency with service X if service
Y can only be executed after the completion of service X.

However, the study is not considering all possible tempo-
ral dependencies that might exist between services, as stated
below.

Guideline 11 Only temporal dependencies that occur dur-
ing the simulational time window should affect the work-
load characterisation.

Therefore, the so-entry and so-finish services
are not considered as temporal dependent. Indeed, the OSs
marked as executed by the so-finish service are not the
same OSs that were registered into the application database
by the so-entry services during the simulation time win-
dow. One hour is not long enough for the simulation time
window to allow a single operational service to be recorded,
executed, and marked as executed.

A solution can be devised for the problem of possible
temporal dependencies in other migration scenarios. An-
other guideline may be considered to explain how temporal
dependencies affect workload characterisations.

Guideline 12 Temporal dependencies are used instead of
service submission distribution in the composition of the
synthetic workload.

The identification of all temporal dependencies between
selected services, associated with the use of the Guide-
lines 11 and 12, can be a naive approach to address the tem-
poral dependency problem. The use of the Guideline 12 is
explained in the next section, where the last activities are
described in order to characterise the synthetic workload.
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6 The Synthetic Workload: Putting All To-
gether

The use case resource demands presented in Table 5
should be measured in the target system to complete the
synthetic workload characterisation. These remaining pa-
rameters can be measured using traditional techniques [9]
and accounting tools. Table 7 shows the characterisation of
the Customer Information Report use cases. In
this case, legacy data was not available to infer use case par-
ticipation. Thus, the participation was initially equally dis-
tributed among the three use cases, as suggested in Guide-
line 7, which resulted in one third of the participation for
each use case. Then, the two thirds corresponding to the
naive and expert use cases were divided following Guide-
line 8, where the expert use case received 80% of the corre-
sponding fraction of the participation, which yielded 53.3%
for the expert use case (80% from 66.6%) and 13.3% for the
naive use case (20% from 66.6%).

Parameter cust-rpt-nv cust-rpt-ex cust-rpt-det

Participation (%) 13.3 53.3 33.3
CPU demand (ms) 1670 770 2110
I/O demand (operations) 180 101 279
LAN demand (packages) 151 53 131
WAN demand (frames) 2718 877 2030

Table 7. Customer information updating ser-
vice composition.

Considering the participation of each use case, the av-
erage of these parameters should compose the parameters
of the transactional workload. When the participation is
equally distributed among the use cases, Jain [9] suggests
that the average should be used only if the values of the
measured parameters are homogeneous. If not, the median
of the values should be used.

In the final workload, services are submitted according
to a Poisson distribution. The intensity parameter is used as
the distribution argument. If the service depends on other
services it should be submitted according to the submis-
sion distribution of the services which have temporal depen-
dencies, and only after they have been completed. Table 8
shows a partial view of the transactional workload for our
case study.

The final step in the generation of the synthetic work-
load is the addition of non-on-line-services identified dur-
ing the simulation time window. As CAPPLES is aimed at
the evaluation of transactions of the on-line time window, as
described in [7], only few batch jobs are expected. The pro-
cess of identifying the equivalent batch jobs in the legacy
and target systems is similar to the process applied to on-
line services, but simpler because use case analysis is not
required. In our case study, two batch jobs were considered

Parameter so-entry cust-rpt cust-upd so-finish

Intensity(%)/Subm. ordering 24 11 6 16
memory demand (MBytes) NR NR NR NR
CPU demand (ms) 2070 1335 880 1950
I/O demand (operations) 262 171 61 153
LAN demand (packages) 222 92 108 197
WAN demand (frames) 4290 1504 1692 3231

Table 8. Partial view of the transactional work-
load.

and modelled in the synthetic workload: (1) printing ser-
vices and (2) ftp file transfers. Table 9 shows the measured
parameters for these non-on-line-services.

Parameter Jobs batch ftp

memory demand (MBytes) NR NR
CPU demand (ms) 13.75 256.0
I/O demand (operations) 14 1320
Printer demand (ms) 4653.3 NR
Number of ethernet packages (qtd.) NR 183
Size of ethernet packages (byte) NR 1500
Number of X.25 frames (qtd.) NR 2286
Size of X.25 frames (byte) NR 120

Table 9. The non-transactional workload.

7 Experimental Results

In order to assess the guidelines and techniques pre-
sented throughout this paper, and to show the potential ben-
efits of having a well-characterised workload, we present
some experimental results taken from our study case. These
results were obtained using the CAPPLES method, which
also encompasses a simulation model of the target system
and the use of forecasting techniques.

The comparison of the mean response time of the on-line
transactions in the target and legacy systems is one of the
most important results in order to validate the target system
performance. Figure 3 shows the predicted results.

These results, compared to the legacy system’s 900 ms
mean response time, were good news to the organisation
in terms of performance. However, in other migration ef-
forts, this analysis could show that the target system was
not well-dimensioned before it was operational, allowing
the organisation to take proper actions to guarantee the cur-
rent standards of its services.

8 Conclusions

This paper discussed the characterisation of a synthetic
workload that was used to evaluate the migration of a real
legacy system using CAPPLES. The synthetic workload
refers to an expected workload generated by a distributed
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Figure 3. Predicted mean response time of the
target system on-line transactions

application. The application is a large system that uses
a database and network facilities. The techniques used to
characterise this workload can be used to characterise other
synthetic workloads for CAPPLES. Several of the assump-
tions and guidelines adopted in the presented study can also
be used for evaluating the migration of other legacy systems
in different environments.

The characterisation strategy used in this study can be
summarised as follows. The most frequent on-line transac-
tions of the operational legacy system were identified. Ser-
vices were identified from these transactions and mapped
into the target system. Target system on-line transactions
were identified using the service use case concept. The par-
ticipation of each use case in the number of on-line services
to be submitted during the simulation time was identified.
On-line transaction parameters were measured for each ser-
vice use case. The transactional workload was characterised
from the measured parameters collected from the target sys-
tem and the intensity or submission ordering of each ser-
vice use case. The workload generated by non-transactional
services was obtained using traditional techniques. The fi-
nal synthetic workload was composed of the transactional
workload and the non-transactional workload.
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